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Let G be a cyclically 5-connected cubic graph, and let C be a circuit of G of
length 5. We prove that if there is a subgraph of G homeomorphic to the Petersen
graph, then there is one which in addition contains C. This greatly simplifies
checking whether G has a subgraph homeomorphic to the Petersen graph.  1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
All graphs in this paper are finite and simple. The Petersen graph (hence-
forth just called Petersen) is shown in Fig. 1. A homeomorphic embedding ’
of a graph G in a graph H is a map with domain V(G) _ E(G), such that
(i) ’(v) # V(H) for each v # V(G), and ’(v1){’(v2) for all distinct
v1 , v2 # V(G)
(ii) ’(e) is a path of H with ends ’(v1) and ’(v2) for each edge e of
G with ends v1 , v2 ; and ’(e1) and ’(e2) meet only in their common ends,
for all distinct e1 , e2 # E(G).
If there is a homeomorphic embedding of G in H we say that H contains G.
In about 1983 we tried unsuccessfully to understand the structure of all
cubic graphs that do not contain Petersen. The project failed, but in the
course of it we proved a lemma, the main result of this paper, which greatly
facilitated checking whether G contains Petersen for specific graphs G. We
did not publish it at the time because we had no real use for it. But
recently, Robertson, Seymour, and Thomas [1] have been able to describe
the structure of all ‘‘theta-connected’’ cubic graphs that do not contain
Petersen (theta-connected means that |V(G)|8 and for every subset X of
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Fig. 1. The Petersen graph.
V(G) with |X| , |V(G)&X|3 there are at least five edges between X and
V(G)&X, with equality only if one of X, V(G)&X has cardinality 3 or 5).
Several of the applications of their result need our lemma, and so the time
has come to publish it.
If ’ is a homeomorphic embedding of G in H, we denote by ’(G) the
subgraph of H formed by all the vertices ’(v)(v # V(G)) and the union of
all the paths ’(e)(e # E(G)). We say H is subcubic if every vertex has degree
3, and the vertices with degree 3 are called the nodes of H. (Let us stress
that the nodes and the vertices of H are not the same thing). If G is cubic
and ’ is a homeomorphic embedding of G in H, the nodes of ’(G) are
called the ’-nodes. If XV(H), we denote by $(X ) or $H(X ) the set of all
edges of H with one end in X and the other end in V(H)&X.
The main result of the paper is the following. (We recall that Petersen
has vertex set [ p1 , ..., p10] as in Fig. 1.)
(1.1) Let H be subcubic, and let C be a circuit of H with |V(C)|=5.
Let V(C)=[c1 , ..., c5], numbered in order. Let ’0 be a homeomorphic
embedding of Petersen in H, so that X contains 3 ’0 -nodes for every
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XV(H) with V(C)X and |$H(X )|4. Then there is a homeomorphic
embedding ’ of Petersen in H so that ’( pi)=ci for 1i5.
The result stated in the abstract is evidently a consequence of (1.1).
(A cubic graph G is cyclically 5-connected if |V(G)|8 and |$G(X )|5 for
every XV(G) with |X|, |V(G)&X|3.) We prove (1.1) in Section 3,
making use of a lemma proved in Section 2.
We conclude this section by introducing some more terminology. If H is
a graph, we write JH to denote that J is a subgraph of H. If there is a
homeomorphic embedding ’ of G=Petersen in J with ’(G)=J, we say
that J is homeomorphic to Petersen. We shall frequently need the following.
(1.2) Let JH be homeomorphic to Petersen. If XV(H) with
|$H(X)|4 then either X contains 2 nodes of J or X contains 8 nodes
of J.
The proof of (1.2) is clear, since Petersen is cyclically 5-connected.
For a graph G, we denote by G"X the graph obtained by deleting
Xhere, X can be a vertex or an edge of G, or a set of vertices or edges.
Let P be a path. It is said to be an (s, t)-path if its ends are s and t. Its inte-
rior is the set of all vertices and edges of P except its ends. (This is not a
subgraph; but we shall speak of ‘‘deleting the interior of P’’ with the
natural meaning.) If u, v # V(P) are distinct, the (u, v)-part of P is the set
of vertices and edges of P strictly between u and v.
Let G be cubic, and let ’ be a homeomorphic embedding of G in a sub-
cubic graph H. An ’-path is a path in H with distinct ends both in V(’(G)),
and with no other vertex or edge in ’(G). Let P be an ’-path with ends
s1 , s2 , where si # V(’(ei)) (i=1, 2). Let ei=uivi (i=1, 2). (We shall fre-
quently refer to an edge with ends u, v as uv).
If e1=e2 , let J be obtained from ’(G) _ P by deleting the (s1 , s2)-part of
’(e1), and let ’$ be the homeomorphic embedding of G in H with ’$(G)=J
and ’$(e)=’(e) for all e # E(G)&[e1]. We say that ’$ is obtained from ’
by rerouting e1 along P.
Second, if e1 {e2 and they have a common end u1=u2 , say, let J be
obtained from ’(G) _ P by deleting the (’(u1), s1)-part of ’(e1), and let ’$
be the homeomorphic embedding of G in H with ’$(G)=J and ’$(e)=’(e)
for all e # E(G) not incident with u1 . We say ’$ is obtained from ’ by rerouting
e1 along P.
Third, if e1 and e2 have no common end, but some end of e1 is adjacent
to some end of e2 , say u1 u2 # E(G), let J be obtained from ’(G) _ P by
deleting the interior of ’(u1 u2), and let ’$ be a homeomorphic embedding
of G in H with ’$(G)=J and ’$(e)=’(e) for all e # E(G) not incident with
u1 or u2 , and ’$(v)=’(v) for all v # V(G)&[u1 , u2]. We say ’$ is obtained
from ’ by rerouting u1u2 along P.
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2. FIXING A NODE
If H is subcubic and J1 , J2 H are both homeomorphic to Petersen, we
say they are close if there is no XV(H) with |$(X )|4 such that X con-
tains 8 nodes of J1 and 2 nodes of J2 . By (1.2), closeness is an equiv-
alence relation. We observe that if J1 , J2 have 5 nodes in common then
they are necessarily close.
In this section we prove a result somewhat like (1.1) but much easier.
First, we need the following.
(2.1) Let H be subcubic, let ’ be a homeomorphic embedding of G=
Petersen in H, and let P be an ’-path with ends s1 , s2 . Let si # V(’(ei)) where
e1 {e2 . There is a proper subgraph J of ’(G) _ P homeomorphic to Petersen
and close to ’(G), so that s1 is a node of J.
Proof. We may assume that s1 # V(’( p1p2)). Since e1 {e2 we may
assume (by the symmetry of Petersen) that e2 is one of p1 p5 , p3 p4 , p4 p10 .
In the first case we reroute p1p5 along P, and in the second we reroute p2p3
along P, in either case obtaining a homeomorphic embedding ’$ of G
in H with ’$(G)’(G) _ P so that s1 is an ’$-node. In the third case, the
graph obtained from ’(G) _ P by deleting the interior of ’( p7p8) is
homeomorphic to Petersen and s1 is a node of it, as required. K
The main result of this section is the following.
(2.2) Let H be cubic and 3-connected, and let v # V(H). Let ’ be a
homeomorphic embedding of G=Petersen in H. Then there is a subgraph
JH homeomorphic to G and close to ’(G), so that v is a node of J.
Proof. We claim first that
(1) There is a subgraph JH homeomorphic to G and close to ’(G),
with v # V(J).
Subproof. We may assume that v  V(’(G)). Since H is 2-connected,
there is an ’-path P with v # V(P). Let P have ends si # V(’(ei)) (i=1, 2).
If e1=e2 the claim follows by rerouting e1 along P, and otherwise it follows
from (2.1). This proves (1).
To prove (2.2), we may assume by (1) that v # V(’(G)). We may also
assume that v is not an ’-node, and so v is an internal vertex of ’( p1p2)
say. Since H is 3-connected, there are three paths P, P1 , P2 of H with ends
(v, s), (v, s1) and (v, s2) respectively, pairwise disjoint except for v, where
s, s1 , s2 # V(’(G"p1p2))
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and no other vertex or edge of P _ P1 _ P2 is in ’(G"p1p2). Moreover, by
the theory of augmenting paths in network flows (starting with unit flows
along the (v, s1)-part and the (v, s2)-part of ’( p1p2)), we may choose
P, P1 , P2 so that s1=’( p1) and s2=’( p2); and therefore we may assume
(by modifying ’) that P1 _ P2=’( p1p2). Then P is an ’-path with ends
v, s, where v # V(’( p1p2)) and s # V(’( f )) for some f # E(G)&[ p1p2]. The
result follows from (2.1). K
3. THE MAIN PROOF
Fix a circuit C with |V(C)|=5. Let us say that H, ’ is a bad pair if it
satisfies (B1)(B4) below.
(B1) H is subcubic and C is a subgraph of H.
(B2) ’ is a homeomorphic embedding of Petersen in H.
(B3) Every XV(H) with V(C)X and |$H(X )|4 contains 3
(and hence by (1.2), 8) ’-nodes.
(This states, roughly, that no 4-edge cut of H separates C from most
of ’(G).)
(B4) There is no JH homeomorphic to Petersen with CJ.
A bad pair H, ’ is minimal if there is no bad pair H$, ’$ with
|V(H$)|+|E(H$)|<|V(H)|+|E(H)|.
To prove (1.1) it evidently suffices to prove that there is no minimal bad
pair. In this section we prove a series of results about minimal bad pairs,
concluding eventually that none exists, as required. Throughout the sec-
tion, let G=Petersen, and let V(C)=[c1 , ..., c5], numbered in order.
(3.1) Let H, ’ be a bad pair. Then for 1i5, ci has degree 3 in H,
and ci has a neighbour not in V(C); and every vertex in V(H)&V(C) is adja-
cent to at most one vertex of C.
Proof. By (B3), |$(V(C))|5 since V(C) contains 5 ’-nodes; and
since each ci is incident with at most one edge in $(V(C)), it follows that
equality holds throughout. In particular each ci has degree 3 and has a
neighbour not in V(C). Now let v # V(H)&V(C), and let X=V(C) _ [v].
Since X contains 6 ’-nodes and V(C)X, it follows from (B3) that
|$(X )|5; and so v is adjacent to at most one vertex of C. K
(3.2) If H, ’ is a minimal bad pair then H is cubic.
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Proof. By (B1), H is subcubic. Suppose that v # V(H) has degree 2.
If v has degree 0 or 1 then H"v, ’ is a bad pair, contradicting that H, ’ is
minimal. Thus v has degree 2. Let its neighbours be u1 , u2 . By (3.1),
v  V(C). Let H$ be obtained from H"v by adding an edge u1u2 if it is not
already present. Then CH$, and H$ is subcubic. Let ’$ be obtained from
’ by rerouting e along u1u2 for any edge e # E(G) with v # V(’(e)). We
claim that H$, ’$ is a bad pair.
Now H$, ’$ obviously satisfies (B1) and (B2). For (B3), let X$V(H$)
with V(C)X$ and |$H$(X$)|4. If u1 , u2 # X$, let X=X$ _ [v]; then
$H(X )=$H$(X$) and so X contains 3 ’-nodes. Since every ’-node is
an ’$-node, it follows that X$ contains 3 ’$-nodes as required. If
u1 , u2 # V(H$)&X$, let X=X$; then $H(X )=$H$(X$), and (B3) follows as
before. Finally, we assume that u1 # X$ and u2 # V(H)&X$. Let X=X$; if
|$H(X )|=|$H$(X$)|
then (B3) follows as before, so we assume not. Hence u1u2 # E(H). Now let
X"=X$ _ [v, u2]; since u2 is adjacent to v and to u1 , it follows that
|$H(X")|<|$H(X )||$H$(X$)|+1,
and (B3) follows. Hence H$, ’$ satisfies (B3).
Suppose that J$H$ is homeomorphic to Petersen with CJ$. If
u1 u2  E(J$) let J=J$. If u1u2 # E(J$) let J be obtained from J$ by deleting
u1 u2 , and adding v, u1v and u2 v. Then in either case J is homeomorphic to
Petersen. Since u1u2  E(C) by (3.1), it follows that CJ, contradicting
that H, ’ satisfies (B4). Hence there is no such J$, and so H$, ’$ satisfies
(B4).
This proves that H$, ’$ is a bad pair; but this contradicts that H, ’ is
minimal. Hence there is no such v, as required. K
(3.3) If H, ’ is a minimal bad pair and e # E(H) with
e  E(’(G)) _ E(C), there exists XV(H), containing 2 ’-nodes, with
V(C)X, |$H(X )|=5 and e # $H(X).
Proof. Since H, ’ is minimal, H"e, ’ is not a bad pair. But it satisfies
(B1), (B2) and (B4), and therefore there exists XV(H"e) violating (B3),
that is, V(C)X, |$H"e(X )|4, and X contains 2 ’-nodes. Since H, ’
satisfies (B3) it follows that |$H(X )|5, and so |$H(X )|=5 and e # $H(X ),
as required. K
(3.4) If H, ’ is a minimal bad pair and uv # E(H)&E(’(G)), and u and
v both have neighbours in V(C) different from u, v, then uv # E(C).
Proof. Suppose that uv  E(C). By (3.3), there exists XV(H) con-
taining 2 ’-nodes, with V(C)X, |$H(X )|=5, and uv # $H(X ); say u # X,
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v # V(H)&X. Since v has a neighbour in V(C) (and hence in X) different
from u, it follows that v has two neighbours in X, and so |$(X$)|4, where
X$=X _ [v]; and since V(C)X$ and X$ contains 3 ’-nodes, this con-
tradicts (B3). The result follows. K
(3.5) If H, ’ is a minimal bad pair then H is 3-connected.
Proof. Suppose that A, B is a partition of V(H) with A, B{< and
with |$(A)|2. Consequently, not both A and B contain ’-nodes; let B
contain all the ten ’-nodes say. Let us choose such A, B with A minimal.
Suppose that A & V(C){<. By (B3), V(C)3 A, and so |$(A)|=2 and
$(A)E(C). Let X=A _ V(C). Then
$(X )=$(B & V(C))&E(C)
and so |$(X )|4, and V(C)X, and X contains 4 ’-nodes, contrary to
(B3).
Hence V(C)B. Since B contains every ’-node, it follows that every ver-
tex of A & V(’(G)) has degree 2 in ’(G). By (3.2) there is an edge e of H
with both ends in A and with e  E(’(G)). Since e  E(C) (because
V(C)B), by (3.3) there exists XV(H) containing 2 ’-nodes, with
V(C)X, |$(X )|=5 and e # $(X ). Since e has one end in A & X and the
other in A&X, both these sets are non-empty, and so by the minimality of
A, |$(A&X)|3. But
|$(A&X)|+|$(B & X )||$(A)|+|$(X )|7
and so |$(B & X )|4. This contradicts (B3) since V(C)B & X and B & X
contains 2 ’-nodes. Thus there is no such A, B. The result follows. K
If X, YV(H) are disjoint, we denote the set of edges of H with one end
in X and the other in Y by $H(X, Y ) or $(X, Y ).
(3.6) If H, ’ is a minimal bad pair and A, B is a partition of V(H) with
|A|, |B|2, then |$(A)|4.
Proof. Suppose not. By (3.5), |$(A)|=3, and so |A|, |B|3; and by
(3.5) again, no two edges in $(A) have a common end. Now one of A, B,
say B, contains 9 ’-nodes. If A & V(C){<, then |B & V(C)|3 (since no
two edges in $(A) have a common end) and so |$(A _ V(C))|4, contrary
to (B3). Hence A & V(C)=<. Since |A|2, there is an edge uv of H with
u, v # A and with uv  E(’(G)). From (3.3) there exists XV(H) containing
2 ’-nodes with V(C)X, |$(X )|=5 and uv # $(X). Let Y=V(H)&X.
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Since A contains 1 ’-node and X contains 2, it follows that B & Y con-
tains 7 ’-nodes, and so
|$(B & Y )|=|$(A _ X )|5
by (B3), since V(C)A _ X. Also since V(C)B & X, (B3) implies that
|$(B & X )|5. Now
|$(B)|+2 |$(B & X, B & Y )|=|$(B & X)|+|$(B & Y )|10,
and since |$(B)| = 3 it follows that |$(B & X, B & Y )|  4. Also
|$(A & X )|, |$(A & Y )|3 by (3.5), and so since |$(A)|=3 it follows that
|$(A & X, A & Y )|2. Hence
|$(X )||$(B & X, B & Y )|+|$(A & X, A & Y )|6,
a contradiction. This proves (3.6). K
(3.7) If H, ’ is a minimal bad pair then V(’(G)) _ V(C)=V(H).
Proof. Suppose that v # V(H), and v  V(’(G)) _ V(C). Let e1 , e2 , e3
be the three edges incident with v (by (3.2)). By (3.3) for 1i3 there
exists Xi V(H) containing 2 ’-nodes, with V(C)Xi , |$(Xi)|=5 and
ei # $(Xi).
Suppose first that v belongs to at most one of X1 , X2 , X3 , say
v  X1 _ X2 . Since X1 and X2 both contain 2 ’-nodes, it follows that
X1 _ X2 _ [v] contains at most 5, and so by (B3), |$(X1 _ X2 _ [v])|5.
But since v has 2 neighbours in X1 _ X2 , it follows that
|$(X1 _ X2)|>|$(X1 _ X2 _ [v])|
and so |$(X1 _ X2)|6. Since V(C)X1 & X2 , (B3) implies that
|$(X1 & X2)|5. But
10=|$(X1)|+|$(X2)||$(X1 _ X2)|+|$(X1 & X2)|11
a contradiction.
Hence v belongs to at least two of X1 , X2 , X3 , say v # X1 & X2 . Since
X1 _ X2 contains 4 ’-nodes, |$(X1 _ X2)|  5. Now v  V(C) (by
hypothesis) and since V(C)X1 & X2 , it follows that V(C)X1 &
X2&[v], and so |$(X1 & X2&[v])|5 by (B3) (since X1 _ X2 contains
4 ’-nodes). Since v has 1 neighbour in X1 & X2&[v], it follows that
|$(X1 & X2)|6. But then
|$(X1 _ X2)|+|$(X1 & X2)|11
and we obtain a contradiction as before. Thus there is no such v, as
required. K
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(3.8) Let H, ’ be a bad pair, and let ’$ be a homeomorphic embedding
of G in H so that ’(G) and ’$(G) are close. Then H, ’$ is a bad pair, and if
H, ’ is minimal then so is H, ’$. Consequently, if H, ’ is a bad pair and ’$
is obtained from ’ by sequence of reroutings of edges of G, then H, ’$ is bad,
and if H, ’ is minimal then so is H, ’$.
Proof. The first claim is clear. For the second it suffices to check that
if
’=’1 , ’2 , ..., ’k=’$
is a sequence of homeomorphic embeddings of G in H, so that for
1ik, ’i+1 is obtained from ’i by rerouting an edge, then ’(G), ’$(G)
are close. But for 1ik at least 8 ’i-nodes are ’i+1-nodes, so ’i (G) and
’i+1(G) are close. Since closeness is an equivalence relation, the result
follows. K
(3.9) Let H, ’ be a minimal bad pair. Let P be an ’-path with ends
si # V(’(ei))(i=1, 2). If e1=e2 then C is the circuit in P _ ’(e1). If e1 {e2
and e1 , e2 have a common end v say, then for i=1, 2, every vertex in the
(si , ’(v))-part of ’(ei) belongs to V(C); and either ’(v)  V(C), or C is the
circuit in P _ ’(e1) _ ’(e2).
Proof. Let ’$ be obtained from ’ by rerouting e1 along P. By (3.8),
H, ’$ is a minimal bad pair, and so by (3.7) V(’$(G)) _ V(C)=V(H). For
the first statement of the theorem, let e1=e2 , and let Q be the (s1 , s2)-path
of ’(e1). Then P _ Q is a circuit. We may assume that P _ Q{C, and so
there is a vertex of P _ Q not in V(C). But V(P)&[s1 , s2]V(C) by (3.7),
and V(Q)&[s1 , s2]V(C) since V(’$(G)) _ V(C)=V(H). Hence we may
assume that s1  V(C). By (3.1), s1 has at most one neighbour in V(C), and
so one of P, Q has no vertices in C; that is, one of P, Q has exactly one
edge and s2  V(C). This contradicts (3.4) applied to s1 , s2 (to ’ if
|E(P)|=1, and to the homeomorphic embedding obtained by rerouting e1
along P if |E(Q)|=1). This proves that P _ Q=C, as required.
Now let e1 {e2 , and let e1 , e2 have a common end v. Since V(’$(G)) _
V(C)=V(H), every vertex in the (s1 , ’(v))-part of ’(e1) belongs to V(C),
and so does every vertex in the (s2 , ’(v))-part of ’(e2). Let C$ be the circuit
of P _ ’(e1) _ ’(e2), and suppose that C{C$ and ’(v) # V(C). Every vertex
of C$ is in V(C) except possible s1 and s2 , so we may assume that
s1  V(C). By (3.1) s1 has at most one neighbour in V(C), so s2  V(C) and
|E(P)|=1. But then s1 and s2 both have neighbours in V(C), contrary to
(3.4). Hence if ’(v) # V(C) then C=C$, as required. K
(3.10) If H, ’ is a minimal bad pair, then at most two vertices of C are
’-nodes.
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Proof. Suppose that at least three are ’-nodes. Two of them are adja-
cent in C, so we may assume that c1 , c2 are ’-nodes. By (B4), C3 ’(G),
and so some edge of C is not in E(’(G)). But every edge of H incident with
c1 or c2 belongs to E(’(G)), and so we may assume that c4c5  E(’(G)).
Hence c4 and c5 are not ’-nodes, so c3 is an ’-node. Let qi=’( pi)
(1i10); then we may assume that ci=qi (1i3). Since c4 and c5 are
not ’-nodes, we may assume from the symmetry of Petersen that c4 is an
internal vertex of ’( p3p4) and c5 is an internal vertex of ’( p1 p5) or ’( p1 p6).
In the first case the homeomorphic embedding obtained by rerouting
p4 p5 along the path c4c5 contradicts (B4). In the second case, the
homeomorphic embedding obtained from ’(H) _ C by deleting the interior
of ’( p8p9) contradicts (B4). This proves (3.10). K
Henceforth, given a minimal bad pair H, ’, we define qi=’( pi) for
1i10.
(3.11) Let H, ’ be a minimal bad pair, and suppose that two adjacent
members of C are ’-nodes. Then V(’(G))=V(H).
Proof. Suppose that c1=q1 and c2=q2 say. By (3.10) c3 , c4 and c5 are
not ’-nodes. Certainly c3 # V(’(G)) since it is adjacent to c2 , and similarly
c5 # V(’(G)), so from the symmetry of Petersen we may assume that c3 is
in the interior of ’( p2 p3) and c5 is in the interior of ’( p1 p5). If also
c4 # V(’(G)) the result follows from (3.7), so we assume not; and hence
V(H)=V(’(G)) _ [c4]. Let c4 be adjacent to d # V(H)&V(C) (by 3.1)).
Thus d # V(’(G)); let d belong to the interior of ’(e) say. (See Fig. 2.)
Now e{ p1 p2 since ’( p1 p2) has no internal vertex, and so up to the
symmetry of Petersen, the possibilities for e are: p2 p3 , p2 p9 , p3 p4 ,
p3 p7 , p4 p10 , p6 p7 , p7 p8 and p9 p10 . By (3.9), e{ p2 p3 and e{ p2 p9
(since q2 # V(C)). Let J0 be obtained from ’(G) _ C by adding the edge
c4d. If e= p3 p4 , p4 p10 or p9 p10 , let J be obtained from J0 by deleting the
interior of ’( p4 p5) and the interior of the path ’( p3 p4) _ ’( p4 p10) (or the
(q3 , d )-part of that path if e is p3 p4 or p4 p10). Then J is homeomorphic to
Petersen, and CJ, contrary to (B4). Thus, e{ p3 p4 , p4 p10 , p9 p10 .
Finally, if e is incident with p7 , let J be obtained from J0 by deleting
the interior of ’( p9 p10) and the interior of ’( p3 p7) (or the (q3 , d )-part
of ’( p3 p7) if e= p3 p7). This contradicts (B4) as before. The result
follows. K
(3.12) H, ’ be a minimal bad pair. If there are two ’-nodes in V(C)
then they are adjacent in C.
Proof. Suppose that c1 and c3 are ’-nodes, say. By (3.10), c2 , c4 , c5 are
not ’-nodes. Since c2 , c4 , c5 are each adjacent to one of c1 , c3 it follows
that c2 , c4 , c5 # V(’(G)); and since c2 is adjacent to both c1 and c3 , the
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path c1c2c3 is equal to ’(e) for some e # E(G). But then rerouting e along
c4c5 yields a homeomorphic embedding ’$ with c2  V(’$(G)), and yet c4
and c5 are both ’$-nodes, and H, ’$ is a minimal bad pair by (3.8). This
contradicts (3.11), as required. K
(3.13) Let H, ’ be a minimal bad pair. Let c1=’( p1) and c2=’( p2),
and let c3 be in the interior of ’( p2 p9) and c4 , c5 in the interior of ’( p1 p6).
Let d{c1 , c4 be adjacent to c5 . Then d belongs to V(’( p2 p9)) or to
V(’( p2 p3)). (See Fig. 3.)
Proof. By (3.7) d # V(’(G)); let d belong to the interior of ’(e) say.
There is a symmetry of ’(G)+c3 c4 that exchanges the following pairs of
vertices: c1 , c4 ; c2 , c3 ; q3 , q9 ; q4 , q10 ; q5 , q6; q7 , q8 . By rerouting p1 p2
along c3c4 and applying this symmetry, we may assume that e is one of the
following: p1 p6 , p2 p9 , p3 p7 , p4 p10 , p6 p7 , p6 p10 , p7 p8 , p9 p10 . By (3.9),
e{ p1 p6 . If e is incident with p10 , then rerouting p6 p10 along c5 d yields a
homeomorphic embedding ’$ so that c1 , c2 and c5 are all ’$-nodes, contrary
to (3.10). Similarly, if e is incident with p7 then rerouting p6 p7 contradicts
(3.10). Hence e= p2 p9 as required. K
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(3.14) Let H, ’ be a minimal bad pair, satisfying the hypotheses of
(3.13), and let c5 be adjacent to d{c1 , c4 where d # V(’( p2 p9)). Let x1 be
a vertex in the (c3 , d )-part of ’( p2 p9), and let x1 be adjacent to y1 where
x1 y1  E(’( p2 p9)). Then y1 # V(’( p1 p6)). (See Fig. 4.)
Proof. Let y1 # V(’(e)). Now there is no symmetry to exploit, and we
must examine all the possibilities for e. By (3.9) e is not incident with p2 .
If e is incident with p8 then by rerouting p8 p9 along x1 y1 we obtain a bad
pair violating (3.13), a contradiction. Thus e is not incident with p8 , and
similarly (by rerouting p9 p10) e is not incident with p10 . Let J0 be obtained
from ’(G) _ C by adding the edges c5 d and x1 y1 . If e is incident with p5
or p7 , let J be obtained from J0 by deleting the interiors of ’( p8 p9),
’( p3 p7) (or the ( y1 , q3)-part of it if e= p3 p7), and ’( p4 p5) (or the
( y1 , q4)-part of it if e= p4 p5); then CJ, contrary to (B4). The last
possibility is e= p3 p4 ; but then let J be obtained from J0 by deleting the
interiors of ’( p9 p10), ’( p5 p8) and the ( y1 , q3)-part of ’( p3 p4). Again,
J contradicts (B4). We conclude that e= p1 p6 as required. K
(3.15) Let H, ’, d be as in (3.14). Let x2 be a vertex in the (c4 , y1)-
part of ’( p1 p6), and let x2 be adjacent to y2 , where x2 y2  E(’( p1 p6)). Then
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y2 belongs to ’( p2 p9), and if y2 is not between d and c3 then x1 c3 , y1 x2 and
dy2 are all edges. (See Fig. 5.)
Proof. Let y2 # V(’(e)). By (3.9) e is not incident with p1 . If e is inci-
dent with p7 then we contradict (3.14) by rerouting p6 p7 along x2 y2; and
similarly (rerouting p6 p10) e is not incident with p10 . Let J0 be obtained
from ’(G) _ C by adding the edges c5d, x1 y1 and x2 y2 . If e is one of p2 p3 ,
p5 p8 , p8 p9 , p3 p4 , let J be obtained from J0 by deleting the interiors of
’( p9 p10), ’( p6 p7), ’( p3 p4) (or the ( y2 , q4)-part of it if e= p3 p4) and
’( p5 p8) (or the ( y2 , q5)-part of it if e= p5 p8). Then J is homeomorphic to
Petersen and CJ, contrary to (B4). If e= p4 p5 , let J be obtained from
J0 by deleting the interiors of ’( p8 p9), ’( p6 p10), ’( p3 p7) and the ( y2 , q5)-
part of ’( p4 p5). Again J contradicts (B4).
It follows that e= p2 p9 . To complete the proof, suppose that y2 is not
in the (c3 , d )-part of ’( p2 p9). Then it is in the (d, q9)-part. Let J be
obtained from J0 by deleting the edge c4 c5 , the ( y1 , x2)-part of ’( p1 p6),
the (d, y2)-part of ’( p2 p9), and the (x1 , c3)-part of ’( p2 p9). Since J has
the same nodes as ’(G), it follows that H, ’$ is a bad pair (where ’$ is a
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homeomorphic embedding of G in H with ’$(G)=J) and so by (3.11) V(J)=
V(H). Consequently y1x2 , dy2 and x1c3 are all edges, as required. K
Now we put these pieces together, to deduce
(3.16) If H, ’ is a minimal bad pair, then at most one vertex of C is
an ’-node.
Proof. Suppose not. Then by (3.12), we may assume that c1 , c2 are
’-nodes and c3 , c4 , c5 are not. Since c1 , c2 are adjacent, we may assume
that c1=q1 and c2=q2 . From the symmetry of Petersen we may assume
that c3 is an internal vertex of ’( p2 p9) and c5 is an internal vertex of
’( p1 p6). Since c4 # V(’(G)) by (3.11), it too is an internal vertex of one of
these two paths, so we may assume that the hypotheses of (3.13) hold. Let
d be as in (3.13). Then by (3.13), either d # V(’( p2 p9)) or d # V(’( p2 p3)),
and by rerouting p1 p2 along c3c4 if necessary we may assume the former.
By (3.1) dc3 is not an edge, and so there exists a vertex x1 in the (c3 , d )-
part of ’( p2 p9). Let y1 be as in (3.14), and choose x1 so that the ( y1 , q6)-
path of ’( p1 p6) is minimal. Let X1 be the union of the vertex sets of the
(q1 , y1)-path of ’( p1 p6) and the (q2 , d )-path of ’( p2 p9). Now V(C)X1
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and X1 contains 2 ’-nodes, so by (B3) |$(X1)|5. Hence there exists
x2 # X1 with a neighbour y2  X1 , and with x2 {q1 , q2 , d, y1 . Now
x2  V(C), and x2 is not in the (c3 , d )-part of ’( p2 p9) from the choice of
x1 , and so x2 is in the (c4 , y1)-part of ’( p1 p6). By (3.15), y2 # V( p2 p9),
and since y2  X1 it follows that x1c3 , y1x2 and dy2 are all edges.
Let X2=X1 _ [ y2]. Then as before |$(X2)|5, and so there exists
x3 # X2 adjacent to some y3 # V(H)&X2 , with x3 {q1 , q2 , y1 , y2 . Since
y1 x2 , c4 c5 , c1c5 , c2c3 , c3x1 and dy2 are all edges, it follows that either x3
is in the (x1 , d )-part of ’( p2 p9) or in the (x2 , c4)-part of ’( p1 p6). The first
is impossible from the choice of x1 , so the second holds; but then by (3.15),
dy3 is an edge and so y3= y2 # X2 , a contradiction. The result follows. K
(3.17) If H, ’ is a minimal bad pair and some vertex of C is an ’-node,
then |V(H)&V(’(G))|1.
Proof. Suppose not; then by (3.7), two vertices of C are not in V(’(G)).
Since some vertex of C is an ’-node, and hence three vertices of C belong
to ’(G), we may assume that c1=’( p1), c2 is an internal vertex of
’( p1 p2), c5 is an internal vertex of ’( p1 p5), and c3 , c4  V(’(G)). (See
Fig. 6.)
Figure 6
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For i=3, 4 let ci be adjacent to di  V(C), and let di # V(’(ei)). By (3.9),
e4 is not incident with p1 . If e4 is incident with p8 then by rerouting p5 p8
along c5c4 d4 we contradict (3.16). Thus e4 is not incident with p8 , and (by
symmetry) it is not incident with p4 . If e4 is incident with p9 , by rerouting
p2 p9 along c2c3c4d4 we contradict (3.16). Thus e4 is not incident with p9
or (by symmetry) with p3 . The only remaining possibilities are p6 p7 and
p6 p10 ; and so by the symmetry, also e3 is one of p6 p7 , p6 p10 .
By (3.9) (applied to the path d3c3 c4d4) e3 {e4 , and so from the sym-
metry of Petersen (exchanging p4 with p8 if necessary) we may assume that
e3= p6 p7 and e4= p6 p10 . But then the graph obtained from ’(G) _ C by
adding the edges c3d3 and c4d4 , and deleting q3 , q4 and the interiors of
’(e) for each edge e of G incident with p3 or p4 , violates (B4). The result
follows. K
(3.18) If H, ’ is a minimal bad pair and some vertex of C is an ’-node,
then V(’(G))=V(H).
Proof. Suppose not; then by (3.17) exactly one vertex of C is not in
V(’(G)). Since some vertex of C is an ’-node, we may assume that
c1=’( p1), c2 is an internal vertex of ’( p1 p2), c5 is an internal vertex of
’( p1 p6), and c3  V(’(G)). Since H is cubic it follows that c4 is also an
internal vertex of ’( p1 p6). (See Fig. 7.)
Figure 7
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For i=3, 5, let ci be adjacent to di  V(C), and let di # V(’(ei)). From
(3.9), e3 is not incident with p1 . If e3 is incident with p3 we reroute p2 p3
along d3 c3c2 , thereby contradicting (3.16). From the symmetry e3 is also
not incident with p9 . If e3 is incident with p7 we reroute p6 p7 along c4c3d3 ,
and if e3 is incident with p10 we reroute p6 p10 along c4c3d3 , in either case
contradicting (3.16). Finally, if e3 is incident with p5 we reroute p1 p5 along
c2c3 d3 , and then reroute p1 p6 along c3c4 , resulting in a homeomorphic
embedding ’$ of G in H so that c3 is an ’$-node and c1 , c5  V(’$(G)), con-
trary to (3.17). The result follows. K
(3.19) If H, ’ is a minimal bad pair then no vertex of C is an ’-node.
Proof. Suppose not; then by (3.16) and (3.18) exactly one vertex of C
is an ’-node, and V(’(G))=V(H). We may assume that c1=q1 , c2 is an
internal vertex of ’( p1 p2) and c5 is an internal vertex of ’( p1 p5). Suppose
that c3 is an internal vertex of ’( p1 p2). Since c4 has degree 3 and is adja-
cent to c3 and c5 , c4 is also an internal vertex of one of ’( p1 p2), ’( p1 p5).
In the first case we contradict (3.18) by rerouting p1 p2 along c4c5 ; and in
the second case we contradict (3.18) by rerouting p1 p2 along c3c4 . Thus,
c3 is not an internal vertex of ’( p1 p2) and so c3  V(’( p1 p2)). By sym-
metry, c4  V(’( p1 p5)), and consequently the edges c2c3 and c4 c5 are not
in E(’(G)). Since c3 , c4 are both incident with two edges of ’(G), it follows
that c3c4 # E(’(G)), and c3 , c4 # V(’(e)) for some e # E(G) with e{ p1 p2 ,
p1 p5 . By (3.9), e{ p1 p6 . By (3.16), e is not incident with p8 (reroute p5 p8)
or similarly with p4 , p3 , p9 . If e is incident with p6 , then by rerouting p1 p6
along c2c3 we obtain a homeomorphic embedding ’$ so that c2 and c3 are
both ’$-nodes, contrary to (3.16). Hence there is no possibility for e, a con-
tradiction. The result follows. K
Proof of (1.1). Suppose that (1.1) is false; then there is a minimal bad
pair H, ’. By (2.2) and (3.5) there is a homeomorphic embedding ’$ of
G=Petersen in H so that ’$(G) is close to ’(G), and so that some vertex
of C is an ’$-node. By (3.8) H, ’$ is a minimal bad pair, contrary to (3.19).
The result follows. K
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